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Résumé :

Les élastomères magnéto-rhéologiques (MREs) font partie des polymères renforcés par des particules ferromagnétiques dont les propriétés mécaniques sont contrôlées par un champ magnétique. En raison du couplage magnéto-économique dans ces matériaux, les MREs sont de plus en plus utilisés pour des applications d’ingénierie. L’objectif de ce travail est (a) l’étude expérimentale des MREs à réponse macroscopique isotrope transverse (les particules forment des chaînes tout le long d’une direction principale) qui sont soumis à un chargement mécanique et magnétique arbitraire et (b) la modélisation macroscopique de ces matériaux en utilisant des fonctions d’énergie isotropes transverses.

Abstract :

Magnetorheological elastomers (MREs) are ferromagnetic particle impregnated elastomers whose mechanical properties are altered by the application of external magnetic fields. Due to their magnetoelastic coupling response, MREs are finding an increasing number of engineering applications. The objective of this work is (a) the experimental study of transversely isotropic MREs (i.e., particles form chains along a certain direction) that are subjected to prestressing and arbitrary magnetic fields and (b) the continuum modeling of these materials using transversely isotropic energy functions.
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1 Introduction

Devices made of magneto-rheological elastomers (MREs) have been proposed for a number of engineering applications due to the potentially controllable nature of their mechanical properties [6]. Although there has been a substantial effort in theoretical descriptions of these types of solids (e.g. [3], [5] and [7]), there have not been many studies to the best knowledge of the authors-dealing with the constitutive modeling and characterization of MREs. Material models for other magnetoelastic solids, however, have been presented in the literature. For example, [9] gave the first characterization of Terfenol-D. In this regard, due to the absence of adequate constitutive description for MREs, it has been difficult to quantify the extent of benefits that a MRE device could offer. The objective of this work is twofold; first, we present experiments of iron-particle-filled elastomers subjected to prestressing and arbitrary magnetic fields and second, we carry out a phenomenological modeling of these materials.

2 Experiments and modeling

Experiments are carried out for MREs comprising 25% of iron particles of sizes ranging from 0.5\(\mu\)m to 5\(\mu\)m cured in a 0.8T magnetic field (see upper right micrograph of Fig. 1). The application of a magnetic field during the curing process leads to formation of particle chains aligned with the curing...
field direction. The experiments involve three different setups; (a) simple shear tests where the particle chains are initially aligned with the applied magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 1, (b) uniaxial stress tests in the direction of a magnetic field which is aligned with the particle chains, as shown in Fig. 2a, and (c) uniaxial stress tests in the direction of a magnetic field which is perpendicular to the particle chains, as shown in Fig. 2b.

The experimentally observed response of the MRE (discrete symbols for experiments) when subjected to simple shear loading in the absence or in the presence of a magnetic field parallel to the particle chain orientation is shown in Fig. 1. Notice that the initial longitudinal shear modulus $G$ appears to be rather insensitive to the presence of a strong magnetic field, while the material becomes stiffer under the presence of a magnetic field once shear strain increases.

In turn, the magnetostriction strain $\Delta \varepsilon$ versus the applied nondimensional magnetic field $h/\rho_0 M_s$ is shown in Fig. 2 for uniaxial stress tests. In Fig. 2a, the magnetostriction is plotted for different preloads $\sigma/G$, which are aligned with the applied magnetic field and the particle chain ($h \parallel N$). In general, the magnitude of magnetostriction increases with the magnitude of the nondimensional preloads. Elongation strains increase from 0.34% for $\sigma/G = 0$ to about 0.48% for $\sigma/G = -0.288$. By comparison, the strains in the MREs are about double those seen in a magnetostrictive material like Terfenol-D (0.15% to 0.2%, [9]). Negative strains are seen for all tensile prestresses with saturation strains of about 0.6% for $\sigma/G = +0.288$. Although a small amount of hysteresis is present in these experiments, especially near saturation levels, it is ignored in the subsequent modeling. Interestingly,
Figure 2 – Comparison for small magnetic fields between experimental (discrete symbols) and modeling (continuous lines) results for the magnetostriction $\Delta \varepsilon$ versus the applied nondimensional magnetic field $h/\rho_0 M_s$ for various prestresses, $\sigma/G$, aligned with the applied magnetic field. Part (a) and (b) correspond to the cases where the particle chains are parallel ($h \parallel N$) and perpendicular ($h \perp N$), respectively, to the applied magnetic field.

The magnetostriction response is not symmetric with respect to the sign of the prestress in Fig. 2a. Notice that the sample expands ($\Delta \varepsilon > 0$) for zero or negative prestresses ($-0.288 \leq \sigma/G \leq 0$) and contracts ($\Delta \varepsilon < 0$) for adequately large tensile prestresses ($0.096 \leq \sigma/G \leq 0.288$). This implies a strong nonlinear effect of the applied prestress on the resulting magnetostriction. In turn, in Fig. 2b, we investigate the influence of particle chain orientation with respect to the applied magnetic field for two different compressive preloads. Notice that the initial curvature of the $\Delta \varepsilon - h$ response increases significantly for the case of particle chain orientation perpendicular to the applied magnetic field ($h \perp N$), as also do the corresponding saturation strains which are three to four times larger (depending on prestress) than those corresponding to the parallel case ($h \parallel N$).

The second part of this work pertains in finding an energy density function $\hat{\psi}$ that best fits the experiments reported above. As already pointed out, the material under investigation is a transversely isotropic composite since the iron particles form chains along a certain direction. This implies that the free energy density $\hat{\psi}$ should also depend on the unit vector $N$ (see Fig. 1), which defines the initial orientation of the particle chains. Thus,

$$\hat{\psi} = \hat{\psi}(C, N, M), \quad C = F^T \cdot F, \quad N \cdot N = 1,$$

where $F$ is the material’s deformation gradient ($F^T$ denotes its transpose), $C$ denotes the right “Cauchy-Green” tensor and $M$ the specific magnetization.

Using the general theory of transversely isotropic functions [1, 2] that depend on a rank-two tensor, the right Cauchy-Green tensor $C$, and two vectors, the orientation vector $N$ and the magnetization $M$, one obtains that $\hat{\psi}$ is a function of ten independent invariants, namely

$$\begin{align*}
I_1 &= \text{tr} C, \\
I_2 &= \frac{1}{2} \left[ (\text{tr} C)^2 - \text{tr} C^2 \right], \\
I_3 &= \det C, \\
I_4 &= N \cdot C \cdot N, \\
I_5 &= N \cdot C^2 \cdot N, \\
I_6 &= M \cdot M, \\
I_7 &= M \cdot C \cdot M, \\
I_8 &= M \cdot C^2 \cdot M, \\
I_9 &= (M \cdot N)^2, \\
I_{10} &= (M \cdot N) (M \cdot C \cdot N).
\end{align*}$$

(2)
Following [7] (c.f. relations (2.42) and (2.44) in that reference), we obtain the following expressions for the total Cauchy stress $\sigma$ and the magnetic field $h$

$$\sigma = \rho \left[ 2F \cdot \frac{\partial \hat{\psi}}{\partial C} \cdot F^T + \mu_0 (Mh + hM) \right] + \mu_0 \left[ hh - \frac{1}{2} (h \cdot h)I \right], \quad \mu_0 h = \frac{\partial \hat{\psi}}{\partial M},$$

where $\rho$ is the current material density. Note that in vacuum ($\rho = 0$), the total stress is non-zero and equals the Maxwell stress $\mu_0 [hh - (1/2) (h \cdot h)I]$.

Making use of the above definitions, the incompressibility of the MRE (i.e., $I_3 = 1$ and consequently $\rho = \rho_0$ with $\rho_0$ denoting the initial density) and cumbersome algebra (not shown here due to restrictions in space but will be presented elsewhere), we propose the following simple expression for the energy density

$$\hat{\psi} = \frac{\rho_0 G}{2} \left[ C_1 \sum_{k=1}^{5} d_{1k} (I_1 - 3)^k + C_4 \sum_{k=2}^{4} d_{4k} (I_4 - 1)^k + \right.\
\left. + C_6 \frac{I_6}{M_s^2} + C_7 \frac{I_7}{M_s^2} + C_8 \frac{I_8}{M_s^2} + C_9 \frac{I_9}{M_s^2} + C_{10} \frac{I_{10}}{M_s^2} \right],$$

where the coefficients are given by

$$C_1 = 1, \quad d_{11} = 1, \quad d_{12} = -7, \quad d_{13} = 120, \quad d_{14} = -700, \quad d_{15} = 3000,$$

$$C_4 = 0.103, \quad d_{42} = 1, \quad d_{43} = -21, \quad d_{44} = 90,$$

$$C_6 = 0.36, \quad C_7 = -0.32, \quad C_8 = 0.108, \quad C_9 = -0.12, \quad C_{10} = 0.075.$$

Notice in (6) that two of the coefficients, $C_7$ and $C_9$ are negative. Nevertheless, the overall energy density $\hat{\psi}$ remains always positive, since $C_6 > C_9$ (with $I_9 = I_6$ for $h \parallel N$ and $I_9 = 0$ for $h \perp N$) and $C_6 + C_7 C + C_8 C^2 > 0$ for all $C$.

Theoretical predictions, based on the energy density of equation (5) are compared to experimental results in the case of simple shear loading as shown in the bottom of Fig. 1 and a uniaxial stress test in the direction of a magnetic field which is (a) aligned with the particle chains (see Fig. 2a) and (b) perpendicular to the particle chains (see Fig. 2b). In all three cases, the model predicts well the experimental response of the MRE.

It should be pointed out here that the magnetic field effect on the material’s simple shear response is much less pronounced (of the order of 10% for $\gamma = 0.15$) than in the case of magnetostriction under uniaxial stress states (not shown here due to restrictions in space but will be presented elsewhere). This indicates that if maximum magnetoelastic coupling effects are required in application, shearing is the least effective method to achieve them.

## 3 Conclusions

The present experimental/theoretical investigation for MREs subjected to coupled mechanical and magnetic loading gives a good agreement with experiments up to relatively moderate magnetic fields and is satisfactorily extended to include magnetic fields near saturation. The work shows the adequacy of the anisotropic, finite strain continuum formulation for the description of these materials. The study also demonstrates the importance of microgeometry in the macroscopic magnetoelastic coupling response of the composite. Given the need in applications to produce MREs with strong magnetoelastic coupling, it is desirable to build a) microscopic models to study these coupling mechanisms in detail and b) mean-field (i.e., homogenization) models to investigate more efficiently the influence of matrix properties, particle distribution and shape on the macroscopic magnetomechanical response of these composites. On the practical side, mean field theories are a valuable tool to optimize coupling properties (e.g., [8], [4]) in these materials. Studies in these directions are currently under way by the authors.
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